


The Out & Equal Workplace Summit is the largest LGBTQ 
workplace inclusion conference in the world. It is an annual 
event to learn, connect, restore, and exchange best practices 
from around the world on LGBTQ workplace inclusion. This 
transformational experience has a multiplier effect – for every 
one of the 5,000+ participants, we know their ripple of change 
extends to hundreds of companies and organizations with 
hundreds of thousands of employees. 
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“Our work is never canceled. Our work towards 
inclusion and belonging is never canceled. 
Our drive for inclusion and belonging is never 
canceled. And our joy found in this vast network 
of colleagues and friends is never canceled.

Erin Uritus, CEO, Out & Equal
Opening Plenary Workplace Summit | October 5, 2020
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The Out & Equal global community is tens of 
thousands strong – from Bangalore, to Sao Paulo “
to London to New York. Our fates are absolutely, 
inextricably linked. In the face of so much adversity, 
we found a way forward.

Ken Janssens, Chief Data Officer for J.P. Morgan Chase / Out & Equal 
Board Chair

Opening Plenary Workplace Summit | October 5, 2020
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The Out & Equal Workplace Summit is the largest and longest-running event for LGBTQ 
workplace equality, over 20 years old.

2020 SUMMIT AT A GLANCE

16 TRACKS

975 C-SUITE / SENIOR LEADERS

5,000+ ATTENDEES
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140 WORKSHOPS



2020 SUMMIT AT A GLANCE
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95%
RATED OVERALL SUMMIT 
EXPERIENCE GOOD OR BETTER

89%
RATED SUMMIT VIRTUAL PLATFORM 
EXPERIENCE GOOD OR BETTER

95%
RATED OVERALL LEARNING 
EXPERIENCE GOOD OR BETTER

91%
WOULD ATTEND SUMMIT VIRTUALLY 
AGAIN

94%
WOULD RECOMMEND SUMMIT TO A 
FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE



CEO PRESENCE
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HALSEY COOK
CEO, Milliken & Company

The business case around having a healthy diversity 
and inclusion program is extremely powerful.

ARNE SORENSON
CEO, Marriott International

One of the things that is a powerful aspect of human 
nature is we all like to see ourselves. We like to see 
ourselves represented because it’s the strongest proof 
that we’re welcome.

TIM COOK
CEO, Apple

An inclusive, fair, and just society depends on every 
institution, including our workplaces, stepping up 
and making changes to be more representative of the 
communities they serve... I am inspired by the work of 
Out & Equal and I am glad to call you a partner.

ENRIQUE LORES
CEO, HP

Thank you to the entire Out & Equal organization. 
Your efforts to drive equality for the entire LGBTQ 
community have never been more important. I am 
proud of the partnership we have developed over the 
years.

“

“

“

“



GEOGRAPHIC SNAPSHOT
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51
COUNTRIES 

REPRESENTED

42 COUNTRIES IN 2019

48
STATES 

REPRESENTED



INDUSTRY REPRESENTATION

23%

Advertising / Marketing

Aerospace / Defense

Banking / Financial Services 

Chemicals / Biotechnology 

Consulting / Professional Services 

Energy / Oil / Gas

Engineering / Construction

Entertainment / Media

Food / Beverage / Grocery

Government

IT / Technology

Non-Profit

Retail / Consumer Products 

Other

19%

13%

6%

7%

6%

8%

3%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

1%
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DEMOGRAPHIC SNAPSHOT
SEXUAL ORIENTATION

Lesbian
Gay
Bisexual
Queer
Heterosexual
Asexual
Prefer Not To Say
Not Listed Here

14%
33%

7%
5%

31%
<1%

7%
2%

GENDER IDENTITY

Male
Female
Non-Binary / Genderqueer
Prefer Not To Say
Not Listed Here

43%
51%

3%
3%

<1%

RACIAL ETHNICITY

African American/Black
American India /Alaskan Native/First Nation
Asian/Pacific Islander
Caucasian / White
Latinx, Latino/a, Hispanic
Multi-Ethnic
Prefer Not To Say
Not Listed Here

8%
<1%

7%
62%
12%

4%
5%
1%

4% of attendees identify as Transgender

AGE

Under 21
21 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 54
55 - 64
65 - 74
75 Years Or Older
Prefer Not To Say

<1%
34%
29%
21%

8%
<1%
<1%

5%
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63% FIRST TIME @ SUMMIT 3% VETERANS



EDUCATIONAL PILLAR: GENDER

PREMIER SESSION
EnGendering Change: A New 
Framework for Workplace Equity

12 WORKSHOP SESSIONS
One of the ways in which you 
work with people in the majority 
who have the power, whether 
it’s cis straight white women or 
men, is to unveil how much of 
what they think is just ‘the way 
things are’ is actually defined and 
shaped around their identity. And 
once they can start seeing their 
identity as complex, they can then 
understand the complexity we’re 
asking them to see about us.

Bo Young Lee 
Chief D&I Officer, Uber 

“

I learned so much more specifically around transgender / 
gender equality and what other companies are doing, such 
as adding benefits and more resources for employees in 
transition or going through transition. Very topical and I 
walked away with ideas to bring to the table and discuss 
with our ERG’s and HR.

HSBC Bank Attendee

This year, we supplanted our traditional Women’s Leadership Premier session with a 
fuller conversation on how gender operates in the modern workplace – from legacy 
women’s leadership programs to support for trans and non-binary employees, 
to allyship and accountability across the gender spectrum, this dynamic panel 
brought into focus the most current opportunities for culture change in the American 
workplace.

PRESENTERS

Lanaya Irvin, President, Coqual; Bo Young Lee, Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer, Uber; Jen 
Henderson, Senior Vice President, Data Deliver Manager for Commercial and Institutional Banking, 
PNC; Michael Lopez, Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer, HPE; Chris Crespo, Director, 
Inclusiveness & LGBT Inclusiveness Strategy Leader, EY; Moderator: Deena Fidas, Managing Director 
& Chief Program and Partnerships Officer, Out & Equal

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY
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98% OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS SESSION GOOD OR BETTERWATCH NOW

https://outandequal.org/2020-workplace-summit-premier-sessions/


COVID-19 has cracked open numerous public and private conversations about mental health 
and well-being. While many workplaces around the world were caught flat-footed as they 
had to rapidly support the mental health of their employees, there are some leading global 
businesses and organizations that have prioritized innovation in mental health sustainability 
in the workplace. In this highly anticipated session, we heard from global thought leaders and 
practitioners about how mental health can move from one of the most under-discussed elements of 
workplace belonging to a rallying point for true culture change – especially as we move beyond 
COVID and address broader issues of mental health as younger LGBTQ professionals enter the 
workforce. 

EDUCATIONAL PILLAR: MENTAL HEALTH

PREMIER SESSION

“Everyone’s Affected But No One Will 
Say So”: Mental Health, Belonging 
and the Future of Workplace Inclusion

6 WORKSHOP SESSIONS It’s really important to talk about 
mental health and mental illness 
for what it is. One in 5 adults will 
struggle with their mental health 
in any given year… We all have 
mental health just like we have 
physical health.”

Jen Fisher
Chief Well-Being Officer, Deloitte

“

I laughed, I cried, and I was vulnerable with people from 
across the globe - and that’s what Summit truly is to me.

CNA Insurance Attendee 

Every night after Summit I got to talk to my housemates 
about all of the cool things I learned. It was really fabulous 
and gives me strength to keep pushing.

Guardian Life Insurance Attendee

PRESENTERS

Simon Blake, CEO of Mental Health First Aid England; Ralph DeChabert, Chief Diversity Inclusion 
and Global Community Relations Officer for Brown-Forman; Amanda Leacy, Global Managing 
Director for Inclusion & Diversity, Accenture; Jennifer Fisher, Global Chief of Mental Health and 
Well-being, Deloitte; Moderator: Amit Paley, CEO of the Trevor Project

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY
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97% OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS SESSION GOOD OR BETTERWATCH NOW

https://outandequal.org/2020-workplace-summit-premier-sessions/


“A movement, not a moment” has become a mantra for how we collectively sustain 
Black Lives Matter. In the wake of uprisings around the world, many businesses 
attempted to support BLM in their messaging, but crucial questions remain as to how 
the corporate community can implement the values of the movement in deliberate 
and sustained ways. In this plenary, we had a frank and rich discussion with Black 
LGBTQ and Ally leaders who are helping Corporate America navigate critical 
culture change opportunities. 

EDUCATIONAL PILLAR: RACIAL JUSTICE

PREMIER SESSION

Black Lives Matter: Sustaining the 
Movement in the Workplace

13 WORKSHOP SESSIONS We can’t give up who we are. Some 
individuals are saying, “I have to give up my 
Blackness in order to achieve.” That’s where 
we as leaders and Black leaders have to 
speak up to make sure that’s not happening. 
Everyone should be able to bring their 
authentic self [and voice] to work.

Sandra Evers Manly
VP Global Corporate Responsibility, Northrop Grumman

“

This was amazing. I hope to see corporations do more 
than pay lip service to initiatives. It doesn’t just start 
with providing an opportunity for those that have been 
disenfranchised. It includes doing more for those Black 
people that are already in positions at corporations that 
have not received an opportunity.

AIG Attendee

PRESENTERS

Ana Flavia Silva Bezerra, Manager, Accenture Brazil; Sandra Evers Manly, Vice President Global 
Corporate Responsibility, Northrop Grumman; Wil Lewis, Diversity & Inclusion Executive: Global Head of 
Employee Networks, Disability and LGBT Strategy, Bank of America; Moderator: Allyn Shaw, President & 
Chief Technology Officer, Recycle Track Systems and Out & Equal Board Member

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY
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96% OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS SESSION GOOD OR BETTERWATCH NOW

https://outandequal.org/2020-workplace-summit-premier-sessions/


India has been experiencing historic changes in workforce inclusion – from trans identities, disability, 
feminism and mental health, seemingly no previously ignored topic is off limits as the new Indian 
workplace emerges. This session was a real-time view of how these evolving topics in Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion (DEI) are gaining traction, market relevance, and meeting the needs of the community.  

EDUCATIONAL PILLAR: BELONGING

PREMIER SESSIONS

Forging a Path for Belonging in the Shifting 
Indian Workplace

10 WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Belonging is an environment that we create in a workplace where 
everybody feels respected. They truly feel that they have the freedom to 
express themselves, irrespective of cultural background, or the gender, 
the orientation, or whatever differences that exist. And people are able 
to appreciate each other and coexist in a very conducive environment. 
Second the openness is something we don’t create only for the majority. It 
has to be for each and every associate, or employee in the organization. 
Everyone should feel they belong. 

Ramki Venkatachalam, Senior VP & Global Diversity Leader, Bank of America

“
Even virtually, there was a wonderful energy that we are all coming 
here together to share our experiences and meet each other and we 
are all on the same wavelength. I loved getting to see so many people 
like me, doing the same kinds of work, who are out and proud.

CNA Attendee

The feeling of belonging I got at Summit has changed my life.

Apple Attendee

PRESENTERS

Zainab Patel, Director, Diversity and Inclusion, KPMG India; Veda Persad, Senior Vice President, Global Services 
APAC, Northern Trust; Prachi Rastogi, D&I Leader, IBM; Ramki Venkatachalam, Senior Vice President & Global 
Delivery Leader, Bank of America; Moderator: Srini Ramaswamy, Co-Founder, Pride Circle

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY

LGBTQ+ workforce inclusion is evolving in key Chinese 
markets, having gone from novelty to an increasingly 
recognized norm across sectors. Both local leaders 
and multinational corporate entities have hit their 
stride in terms of building out a unique business case 
for inclusion that resonates in the Chinese business 
climate. In this plenary panel, we focused on successful 
strategies for LGBTQ+ market inclusion, employee 
experiences, and how cultures of belonging are 
created by thinking global and impacting local.  

Perspectives from China: Inclusion and 
Belonging in the Workplace

PRESENTERS

Alexis Lin, Learning and Development Manager, Nielsen; 
Jenny Ni, HR Leader; Moderator: Jimmy Chen, Patent 
Agent/EAGLE (Employees Alliance for LGBT Empowerment 
and GCG Lead), IBM

For me, diversity is the 
facts: it’s who we are, 
where you come from, 
your background, your 
sexual orientation, or 
gender identity. But, you 
know, inclusion is really 
talking about what kind of 
action you choose to do.

Jenny Ni, HR Leader

“
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100% OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS SESSION GOOD OR BETTER

100% OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS SESSION GOOD OR BETTER

WATCH NOW

https://outandequal.org/2020-workplace-summit-premier-sessions/


EDUCATIONAL PILLAR: BISEXUAL+ / QUEER

Bi Bi Baby - Parenting while Bi

Bisexual, Person of Color, and a Womxn – 3 strikes

Bisexuality and Pansexuality: Similarities, Differences, and 
Togetherness

Free to B: Creating Community that Empowers Bisexual Men

Resting Bi Face: We’re Looking At You

Why Is It Challenging to Organize Around Bi+ Identities?

6 WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Belonging has a totally different 
understanding and implication for me 
at the workplace. While I have been 
very fortunate and very privileged to 
cut across a lot of barriers that people 
usually face at the workplace... I am 
encouraged to not only bring my trans 
identity and expression to work, but 
also to create a cultural space within the 
organization.” 

Zainab Patel
Director of D&I, KPMG India

“

I have never before been surrounded by so much love and 
support from members of the LGBTQ+ community and allies. 
This is truly special.

Deloitte Attendee

Summit is a must attend in your LGBTQ+ calendar, at least 
once in your lifetime.  It’s a reminder of our own journey, 
battles, and victories, which the world needs to hear. This 
platform is a means to let the oxygen flow for change.

Proviti Attendee

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY

We, as queer and trans people, have to 
actively seek out our history. It’s not taught 
anywhere and it’s been completely erased.
Steve Canals
Executive Producer, POSE FX

“
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WELLNESS LAB
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Meditation &
Relaxation

Total Body HIIT Dynamic Stretches
& Movement

Embodied Dance Yoga Flow

Now more than ever - when many of us are 
working from home and isolated away from our 
friends, family and social network - we need to 
recognize and support the health and wellbeing 
of LGBTQ professionals. Recent data shows that 
LGBTQ people – both in the workforce and youth 
approaching the workforce – are at much greater 
risk of loneliness, depression, self-harm and 
suicide. Increasingly organizations are wrestling 
with how best to support their employees.  The 
Out & Equal Wellness Lab served as an 
interactive spotlight on mental health and 
wellness including themed workshops, 12 Step 
meetings for those in recovery, creative artistic 
space, #OESummit pets, and a wealth of mental 
health resources. 

Premier Session: “Everyone’s Affected 
But No One Will Say So”: Mental 
Health, Belonging and the Future of 
Workplace Inclusion

OESUMMIT PETS!

Mental Health & Well Being 
Workshop Tracks

12 Step Meetings

100% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THE 
WELLNESS LAB GOOD OR BETTER



NETWORKING SESSIONS
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Some of the fondest memories of Summit are the workshop 
and hallway discussions with new colleagues, happy hour 
meet-ups, and company sponsored networking events. We 
know that Summit is a profoundly life-changing experience 
for so many attendees and that personal connection is 
a huge part of this. That’s why Out & Equal CEO Erin 
Uritus facilitated high-energy networking events to bring us 
together despite the distance.

It was amazing. I normally hate 
networking events. I had a great 
time at the networking events! I 
could’ve kept going after it ended. 
It was very well organized and very 
engaging. It was the first networking 
event I really enjoyed! It was perfect 
for introverts in addition to the 
extroverts.

RSM US LLP Attendee

The entire week was the best online 
experience I have had in 2020. From 
content, to platform to networking. Well 
done Out & Equal! WELL DONE!

OutRight Action International Attendee 

The Networking Meet-Ups were the 
pivotal parts - thanks for that! I also 
loved the idea of Summit Buddies - 
that should be a standard feature 
for O&E now. Also, the fact that the 
sessions are recorded is great so that 
we can view the sessions we missed 
- that should also be a standard 
practice too, even for in-person 
Summits!

Experian Attendee

I really enjoyed the Networking Meet-
Up. I appreciated the opportunity to 
meet others in the small group setting 
and the prompts/questions helped 
stimulate the discussion. 

Toyota Attendee

I greatly appreciated this opportunity 
to connect directly and develop 
relationships with our stakeholders. 
And I was blown away by the level of 
authentic sharing. It reminded me of 
why I love this work.

Out & Equal Employee

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY

4
Networking Events

400+
Attendees

“

“ “
“
“

93% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THESE 
SESSIONS GOOD OR BETTER



VIP EVENTS
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When Major General Tammy Smith joined the Army, 
she did so with the intent of following the Army slogan, 
“Be all that you can be.”  General Smith sat down 
with Shin Inouye, Director of Communications at The 
Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights for 
a reflective and candid conversation about life in the 
military, life at home, and what’s in store for the future.

VIP FIRESIDE

Shin Inouye in Conversation with 
Major General Tammy Smith

What does the “global LGBTQ movement” look like 
in 2020? How do we remain cohesive, supportive of 
each other, and effective during a time that presents 
a myriad of different challenges? We heard advice 
and insight from Masen Davis, CV Viverito, and Chloë 
Davies, three experienced leaders who each brought 
their unique perspectives to the conversation.

VIP FIRESIDE

CV Viverito in Conversation with 
Masen Davis & Chloë Davies

Lanaya Irvin, President of Coqual (formerly the Center 
for Talent Innovation) spoke to Wesley Morris, Pulitzer 
Prize winning journalist at the New York Times about 
his poignant and powerful observations of the intense 
moments we are living through – the evolution of the 
LGBTQ community, Black Lives Matter, individual and 
organizational impact for change, and of course the 
important convergence of art, movies (Black Panther!) 
and music on our lives during these challenging times.

VIP FIRESIDE

Lanaya Irvin in Conversation 
with Wesley Morris

94% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THESE 
SESSIONS GOOD OR BETTER



ENGAGEMENT CENTER & CAREER FAIR

• Post jobs in their virtual booth
• Recruiters could search attendee talent
• Review attendees ahead of time via LinkedIn profiles
• Schedule private meetings and chat with candidates
• Communicate directly with candidates before and during Summit
• Track booth visitors and leads

PARTNERS IN THE CAREER FAIR WERE ABLE TO

• Identify interest in new job opportunities
• Request and schedule appointments to meet with recruiters
• Review featured job postings
• Visit virtual booths throughout Summit

ATTENDEES IN THE CAREER FAIR WERE ABLE TO

69
Booths / Participating Companies
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• About Us
• External Website Links
• Tags (such as Partner, Career Fair, and Partner Level)
• Partner Ad
• Embedded Video
• Up to 8 representatives with Live Chat feature
• Summit Showcase Tags
• Summit Deals and Promos
• On-boarding and training were provided

ENGAGEMENT CENTER BOOTH FEATURES



OUT & EQUAL PARTNER SNAPSHOT
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142

OUT & EQUAL 
PARTNERS

36 
Fortune 50 Companies at Summit

63
Fortune 100 Companies at Summit

138 
Fortune 500 Companies at Summit

Thank you for making the 
best out of the challenges 
created by the pandemic 
and keeping us safe while 
still hosting this great event!

CNA Partner

“



TITANIUM
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PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

COPPER

COPPER cont.
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COPPER cont.

BRASS

BRASS cont.

GOVERNMENT

AIRLINE PARTNER

COMMUNITY PARTNERS



THE 2020 OUTIE AWARDS
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Outie Awards recognize individuals 
and organizations who are leaders 
in advancing equality for LGBTQ 
people in workplaces globally.



THE 2020 OUTIE CATEGORIES
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WORKPLACE
EXCELLENCE
This is the most prestigious Outie. It recognizes an 
employer that demonstrates a historic and ongoing 
commitment to pursuing and implementing workplace 
equality for LGBTQ employees. This employer not 
only raises the bar and serves as an example for 
others, but also supports other organizations’ D&I 
efforts through active knowledge sharing and peer 
organization mentoring.

BELONGING DURING 
COVID
This award recognizes an organization – 
company, federal agency or non-profit – that 
stepped up to the challenges of operating 
in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic by 
innovating to maintain and increase a sense 
of belonging for all employees.

EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUP 
OF THE YEAR
This award recognizes a particular Employee 
Resource Group (ERG) that has a proven track 
record of success. A top contender will be an 
ERG that is continuously elevating best practices, 
implementing intersectional and collaborative 
programming with other ERGs, and advocating 
for LGBTQ equality in its workplace.

LGBTQ CORPORATE 
ADVOCATE OF THE YEAR
This award recognizes an LGBTQ individual who is 
actively advocating to improve their organization’s 
inclusion efforts, pushing significant adoption 
of best/innovative practice, benefiting LGBTQ 
employees and advancing their organizations 
standing as a true leader in this work. Advocates 
are bold and are making a difference outside their 
workplace to drive change and equality in their 
community, their country, and the world.

ALLY 
CHANGEMAKER
This award recognizes an Ally who has made 
a significant contribution to advancing LGBTQ 
workplace equality. This person is an action-oriented 
change maker. They uplift the voices of marginalized 
groups, have shown a unique commitment to LGBTQ 
workplace rights, and have used their talents to 
further that cause, even if at some risk.

GLOBAL WORKPLACE 
EXCELLENCE
This award recognizes an employer based in one of 
Out & Equal’s Global countries and/or regions of 
focus – Brazil, Latin America, China or India – that 
demonstrates a commitment to pursuing workplace 
equality for LGBTQ employees. This employer has 
a robust ERG, strong ally engagement, and visible 
executive champions.

NEW ERG CHAPTER OF THE 
YEAR
This award recognizes an Employee Resource Group 
(ERG) chapter that has been established within 
the last two years (the organization ERG can have 
existed longer than that but the chapter must be new). 
This award recognizes a new chapter that has made 
a bold impact at their company, federal agency, or 
non-profit in their first few years.

LGBTQ MARKETING OF THE 
YEAR
This award recognizes an innovative effort by 
a company or ERG in their external marketing 
to speak to or about the LGBTQ community. Top 
contenders will be bravely authentic, widely 
distributed, or intersectional in their messaging.
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Dow’s LGBTQ inclusion leadership is the essence of, “Think 
globally, act locally.” From its headquarters and C-suite to plant 
floors around the world, Dow has made the support of its people 
– including LGBTQ employees and their families – central to 
business operations. Dow’s LGBTQ Employee Resource Group, 
GLAD, has become one of the largest and most established ERGs 
at the company with over 4,600 members across the globe – 
representing more than 10% of the total company. GLAD’s network 
is organized to reach across the world, including regional leads in 
North America, Latin America, EMEAI, and APAC regions. Even 
before naming openly gay leader, Jim Fitterling, to the CEO role, 
Dow had a long history of visible LGBTQ and allied executives 
and mentors. For over a decade, Dow has stood as one of the 
strongest and most consistent champions for LGBTQ equality in 
public policy. The company was one of the first to publicly support 
the Equality Act and continues to engage in numerous state-base 
efforts to fight against anti-LGBTQ legislation.

THE 2020 OUTIE AWARDS

WORKPLACE EXCELLENCE

AWARDED TO

Dow

HONOREES

Toyota
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THE 2020 OUTIE AWARDS

BELONGING DURING COVID

AWARDED TO

John Deere

HONOREES

JP Morgan Chase

Target

Due to COVID-19, a vast majority of John Deere’s 1,300 Rainbow 
ERG members, primarily based in the Americas, are working from 
home. The ERG leaders realized immediately that they needed 
to re-think their plans, and they identified feelings of isolation as 
a problem that needed their urgent attention. Widely popular 
virtual check-ins and other programming followed. Rainbow ERG 
also continued their educational efforts by partnering with the 
company’s Policy & Education Committee and Diversity & Inclusion 
Council to develop and launch the first-ever LGBTQ Awareness 
Online Course to teach employees how to recognize challenges, 
display empathy, learn inclusive language, and how to be an 
active ally. During the current movement towards racial justice, 
Rainbow ERG partnered with BERG, John Deere’s people of color 
ERG, to hold conversations and draft a formal statement on racial 
justice to company leaders.
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THE 2020 OUTIE AWARDS

EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUP OF 
THE YEAR

AWARDED TO

Global Pride Business Impact Network, HP

HONOREES

Rainbow ERG, John Deere
Spectrum, Toyota

HP’s Global Pride Business Impact Network (BIN) not only enhances 
HP’s culture of inclusion and belonging, it is also aligned to support 
the business in ways that benefit the organization and the mission of 
LGBTQ equality. This came through a re-working of ERGs after HP Inc. 
was established by separating from Hewlett Packard Enterprise in 2015. 
And the approach clearly impacts Pride BIN’s impact! Through strategic 
partnerships with the legal and government relations teams, Pride BIN 
is able to elevate issues of concern, helping to shape HP’s advocacy on 
public policy matters – from the Equality Act, to anti-transgender legislation 
in Idaho, to a referendum on marriage equality in Taiwan (to name a 
few). In the past five years, Pride BIN has grown from eight to 18 chapters 
– more than doubling the number of chapters across the globe. Growth 
includes one overarching global chapter, two in the APAC region, three in 
Europe, and four in the US. Two notable additions are chapters in India 
and Singapore, where LGBTQ rights and public support are still growing. 
However, these two chapters have still been very successful in gaining 
leadership support, members, and business impact. HP has also effectively 
demonstrated great care for LGBTQ employees – from hosting a global 
memorial service for an LGBTQ employee lost to tragedy, to integrating a 
focus on mindfulness and wellbeing practices during virtual events.
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THE 2020 OUTIE AWARDS

LGBTQ CORPORATE ADVOCATE 
OF THE YEAR

AWARDED TO

Nikki Gibson
North American Lead for Dell Pride ERG at Dell Technologies

HONOREES

Joannie Fu
Chief of Staff for Intel’s Custom Logic Engineering Group

Aritra Kanjilal
Product Manager for Innovation Measurement and PRIDE South 

Asia ERG Lead at Nielsen

Nikki Gibson is the North American Lead for Dell Pride ERG at Dell 
Technologies. Under Nikki’s leadership, the Pride ERG has grown 
to be one of the largest, most active ERGs at Dell. In her time as 
the Pride ERG lead, she has grown the ERG chapters from three to 
twelve, continues to create and deliver ally training for all employees 
at the company, authored Dell’s Transgender Toolkit, and pushed 
for gender pronouns in Dell’s formal email signature. One of Nikki’s 
recent accomplishments, after years of collaborating with leadership, 
was Dell’s launch of Self-ID for LGBTQ employees in August. Amidst 
the current BLM/racial justice protests Nikki mobilized to have Pride 
co-sponsor programming with Dell’s Black Networking Alliance to 
demonstrate solidarity and support. Her passion for advocacy has led 
to a strong relationship with Dell’s Government Affairs team, which now 
has grown into a formal Lobby Day for LGBTQ equality at various state 
capitols throughout the country.
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THE 2020 OUTIE AWARDS

ALLY CHANGEMAKER

AWARDED TO

Arne Sorenson
President and CEO of Marriott International

HONOREES

Andy Lybrook
Senior Manager of Technology and National Co-Chair of the 

Pride Inclusion Network at Raymond James Financial

Lori Schechter
EVP, Chief Legal Officer, and General Counsel at McKesson 

Corporation

Arne Sorenson is president and chief executive officer of Marriott 
International, Inc. Since 2012, Sorenson has presided over the 
world’s largest, and one of the most admired, hospitality companies. 
In 2014, Marriott’s popular #LoveTravels message revolutionized 
global hospitality not only by expressing a warm welcome to LGBTQ 
travelers but also by reminding everyone that they belong. Marriott 
leads the way for LGBTQ diversity and inclusion with years of perfect 
scores on HRC’s Corporate Equality Index, #1 ranking on the 2020 
DiversityInc Top 50 list, and #17 on the 2020 FORTUNE World’s Most 
Admired Companies list. Standing up for racial justice, Sorenson spoke 
out to honor the life and grieve the loss of George Floyd and voice 
Marriott’s commitment to helping dismantle systemic racism in America. 
Sorenson’s leadership builds LGBTQ inclusion and intersections into 
Marriott’s longstanding commitment to human rights, dignity and 
acceptance.
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GLOBAL WORKPLACE EXCELLENCE

AWARDED TO

Northern Trust

HONOREES

Dow

Long before the Indian Supreme Court struck down Section 337 – 
the law criminalizing consensual sexual conduct between adults of 
the same sex – Northern Trust India was actively building a culture 
supportive of the LGBTQ+ community. They held awareness workshops 
with senior leaders, and then pushed that out to all managers. They 
also launched the PRIDE ERG and elevated LGBTQ+ presenters on 
panels. In the nearly two years since that decision, they have continued 
to develop their culture with programs clearly developed to go beyond 
mere compliance, but are also done with an eye to impact the business 
and the wider society in which they operate. And the ERG is an active 
part of these efforts. For instance, the company conducts workshops, 
led by PRIDE, for senior leadership and managers – reaching over 900 
leaders in the company. Since the Supreme Court decision, Northern 
Trust has continued to lead with more trainings, revising their benefits 
policies (including items like gender affirmation, health coverage for 
same-sex partners, and gender-neutral adoption benefits), and by 
sharing their experience with other companies. 
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NEW ERG CHAPTER OF THE YEAR

AWARDED TO

JP Morgan Chase & Co. Poland

HONOREES

South Asia PRIDE ERG, Nielsen

Oracle Pride Employee Network 
(OPEN), Santa Monica

In August of 2018, JPMC PRIDE created a new chapter headquartered 
in Warsaw, Poland. The ERG’s first event was a panel on the 
importance of being an ally. Since the inauguration, membership has 
grown to over 200 people and several employees have come out 
as openly LGBTQ for the first time in their careers. As of April 2020, 
24% of the entire Poland office is a member of the PRIDE group. JPMC 
Poland is seen as an employer of choice in the market for LGBTQ 
people in great part due to the work of the Poland PRIDE chapter. 
Additionally, JPMC Poland was the first JPMC location in Europe to 
make a public statement in support of LGBTQ rights. The significance 
of this work in Poland undeniable – in a place where the LGBTQ 
community is frequently demonized by center-right political forces and 
where “LGBT Free Zones” have been established where the law bans 
education about, and equality for, LGBTQ individuals.
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LGBTQ MARKETING OF THE YEAR

AWARDED TO

Procter & Gamble

HONOREES

PepsiCo

Under Armour

Procter & Gamble stepped up in the midst of COVID-19 and Pride 
Month to create “Can’t Cancel Pride: COVID-19 Relief Benefit for 
the LGBTQ+ Community” in an effort to make a difference and show 
support for marginalized communities suffering during COVID-19. This 
initiative was created in less than two months and is the largest LGBTQ 
initiative in the company’s history. The goal of Can’t Cancel Pride 
was to raise visibility and funds for LGBTQ people most impacted by 
COVID-19. The campaign concluded with a livestream event on June 
25th that attracted over 4 million views with talent from Laverne Cox, 
to Neil Patrick Harris, to Katy Perry, and more. Overall, the campaign 
generated over one billion media impressions and nearly 40 million 
views of the advertising, significantly raising LGBTQ visibility during 
Pride month.



BUDDIES PROGRAM

34

The 2020 Summit Buddies Program was created to connect 
attendees to new friends with whom they can share a bit 
about themselves, dream about the workplaces we want to 
create, and process their Summit experience before, 
during, and after the event.  Just as you may still be in 
touch with people you met long ago in the hallways, during 
a workshop or at an evening networking event of past 
Summits, the 2020 Buddies Program helps create lasting 
friendships, stronger community, and a sense of belonging.

I thought the Buddy Program was a great idea!  We met 
twice, once prior to the Summit and once during.  We are also 
planning to meet post Summit and continue our discussions 
into the future.  The Program was a great way to expand my 
network beyond colleagues who work in the same industry.  
We also had the idea of having each of us invite others 
from our respective companies, which further expanded the 
networking opportunities.  We all hailed from different parts 
of the country: I’m from Atlanta, GA, one person was from 
Dallas, TX, and another was from Portland, OR.  We discussed 
similarities and differences among the three geographic 
locations.  As the only person who had previously attended 
Summit, I was able to give the others a sneak peak of what 
to expect, although the virtual experience was quite different 
than being at a Summit with 6,000 people!

Overall, a great and rewarding experience that certainly 
enhanced my Summit experience!

Adam Kerns
Zurich North America

“



OPENING PLENARY

35

“

OCT. 5, 2020

KEN JANSSENS
JP Morgan Chase
JOSHUA JOHNSON
MSNBC
JANAYA LAVALAIS
Bank of America
VICTOR LIM
Bank of America
MIA MCDONALD
Physician Assistant
WESLEY MORRIS
The New York Times
PAUL OAKLEY STOVALL
Artist & Activist
MARY OBASI
Bank of America
ERIN URITUS
Out & Equal

SPEAKERS

I came to the realization that 
I personally could not make a 
career telling the truth about 
other people’s lives and not tell 
the truth about mine.

JOSHUA JOHNSON
MSNBC

An inclusive, fair, and just society 
depends on every institution, including 
our workplaces, stepping up and making 
changes to be more representative of the 
communities they serve. 

“
TIM COOK
Apple

Our collective stress and 
fear has become too 
apparent to hide at work. 
We need to be able to talk 
about mental health in the 
workplace... Inclusion and 
belonging is a strategic 
blueprint for smarter and 
more nimble workplaces.

“
ERIN URITUS
Out & Equal

98% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS 
SESSION GOOD OR BETTER



TUESDAY PLENARY
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“
OCT. 6, 2020

GLENNON DOYLE
Activist, Bestselling Author
DEENA FIDAS
Out & Equal
ROLDDY LEYVA
Capital One
GREG SARRIS
Business Owner, Author, Scholar
PAUL OAKLEY STOVALL
Artist & Activist
ERIN URITUS
Out & Equal

SPEAKERS Our bond is our belief 
that every single person is 
worthy of dignity on the 
job, has the talent and the 
fullness of life experience 
to share, and can be 
given equal opportunity 
to succeed. This is the 
hard fought vision that 
underpins Out & Equal’s 
work and is one that we 
know is not a reality for 
all LGBTQ people across 
the world.

Over time we have 
accidentally - or purposefully 
- created communities
dependent on fitting in and
communities where we can
find the ‘and both’... where
people can bring their full
selves and also expect
to be held for who they
are. I can’t imagine more
important work.

“

DEENA FIDAS
Out & Equal

GLENNON DOYLE
Activist, Bestselling Author

98% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS 
SESSION GOOD OR BETTER



WEDNESDAY PLENARY
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“

OCT. 7, 2020

STACY FRIEDMAN
JP Morgan Chase
MARY LAMBERT
Singer, Composer, Mental Health 
Advocate
ELLIE SCHAFER
Former White House Staff
KATIE SOWERS
San Francisco 49ers Offensive 
Assistant Coach

PAUL OAKLEY STOVALL
Artist & Activist
CHANEL TURNER
Fou-Dre Vodka
ERIN URITUS
Out & Equal

SPEAKERS

You are going to hear the word ‘no’ far more in 
your life than you will ever hear the word ‘yes’. 
And how you react to those ‘no’s’ and how you 
build yourself up… do you believe the ‘no’? Do 
you believe you aren’t good enough? Or are you 
going to find out why you got the ‘no’ so that 
eventually they have no choice but to say ‘yes’.

It’s not a difference of 
opinion. It’s a difference of 
equality. And it requires 
action. Your moment to be 
bold is here.

“ I realized the power of 
vulnerability. Vulnerability 
is really the key to 
empathy… Connection is 
what is going to get us 
through. Connection is 
what builds community.

“

KATIE SOWERS
San Francisco 49ers Offensive Assistant Coach

STACY FRIEDMAN
JP Morgan Chase

MARY LAMBERT
Singer, Composer, Mental Health Advocate

98% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS 
SESSION GOOD OR BETTER



WEDNESDAY NIGHT IN

38

OCT. 7, 2020

ERIK DAY
Dell Technologies
MARY LAMBERT
Singer, Composer, Mental Health 
Advocate

BE STEADWELL
Musician, Filmmaker, Storyteller

PAUL OAKLEY STOVALL
Artist & Activist
CHANEL TURNER
Fou-Dre Vodka
JAKE ZYRUS
Filipino Singer, TV Personality

SPEAKERS Night In was a fun-filled evening of performances from multiple artists 
including Filipino superstar Jake Zyrus, poet and beat-box musician 
Be Steadwell, the extraordinary Opera singer Breanna Sinclaire, Fou-
Dre Vodka CEO and creator of the “Equalitini” Chanel Turner, and Mary 
Lambert (of “She Keeps me Warm”), as well as some highlights from the 
Dell ERG sponsored Lip Sync Contest! 

93% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS 
SESSION GOOD OR BETTER

BREANNA SINCLAIRE
Opera Singer

BE STEADWELL
Musician, 
Filmmaker, 
Storyteller

CHANEL TURNER
Fou-Dre Vodka

JAKE ZYRUS
Filipino Singer, 
TV Personality



THURSDAY PLENARY
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“

OCT. 8, 2020

MAJOR GENERAL 
TAMMY SMITH
US Army

BOWEN YANG 
Actor, Writer, Producer

SPEAKERS

WILSON CRUZ
Actor & Activist
CHRIS LEE
Academy for Creative 
Media System, University of 
Hawai'i

CRAIG ROBINSON 
NBCUniversal, Inc.

PAUL OAKLEY STOVALL 
Artist & Activist

This is a very bizarre, challenging, 
stressful, and scary time in specific 
ways for Asian Americans, but 
there is power in experiencing 
something together and there is 
power in talking through these 
things together.

The past several months we have all witnessed 
numerous tragic events stemming from racial 
injustice and systemic inequality. It has been a 
period of pain and anguish for our country and 
for the world. And yet, I believe, that out of 
these terrible events we’ve come to a moment 
of long overdue reflection and passionate 
engagement that hopefully and finally will lead 
to lasting change.

“ Because of people like 
you - who believe in 
equality and who spoke 
up for me because I 
was unable to speak 
for myself - the law 
that became known as 
Don’t Ask Don’t Tell was 
repealed... You lifted the 
weight of fear and of 
shame and of hiding off 
of my shoulders.

“

MAJOR GENERAL 
TAMMY SMITH
US Army

BOWEN YANG
Actor, Writer, Producer

CRAIG ROBINSON
NBCUniversal, Inc.

98% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS 
SESSION GOOD OR BETTER



FRIDAY PLENARY
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“
OCT. 9, 2020

VALERIE JARRETT
Former Senior Advisor to President 
Barack Obama

MEGAN RAPINOE
World Cup & Olympic Champion

BRIAN REAVES
Dell Technologies

BREANNA SINCLAIRE
Opera Singer

PAUL OAKLEY STOVALL
Artist & Activist

SPEAKERS We need workplace 
equality now. 
Organizations need to 
devote time and money 
to overhaul Human 
Resources departments. 
Build bridges, not walls. 
It is in a time like this 
when we must join 
our spirits together, 
dig in our heels, and 
get to work. We must 
never rest until justice is 
achieved for all. And I 
mean all.

Every issue is connected 
because it all comes down to 
the same thing. Do we value 
human life in all forms and in 
all ways? In ways that we can 
see ourselves and in ways that 
we cannot. I cannot put myself 
in black skin but I can listen 
to the experiences that I’m 
told, and I can very easily get 
behind the issue. Whether it’s 
women’s rights, immigration, 
LGBTQ, racial justice, anything, 
it all is the same to me.

“

BREANNA SINCLAIRE
Opera Singer

MEGAN RAPINOE
World Cup & Olympic Champion

98% 
OF ATTENDEES RATED THIS 
SESSION GOOD OR BETTER

I spent the rest of my 
career looking for 
environments where I 
could thrive and feel 
the sense of belonging.

“
VALERIE JARRETT
Former Senior Advisor to President 
Barack Obama



WORKSHOPS: BELONGING / WORKPLACE CULTURE

A Catalyst for Change – Evolving from Policy to Practice

All In: Taking a holistic company approach to LGBTQ visibility

Allyship? Me?

Designing for Diversity

Engaging Senior Leaders - The Belonging Campaign

Inclusive distancing in the new (ab)normal

Intervening with Intention

New Bottom Line: The ROI of Connecting DEI&B to CSR

Reverse mentoring by VMware and Accenture

The Cost of Non-Inclusion… How a strong Ally Program can positively impact your business

41

Belonging in the 
workplace is more 
than checking D&I 
boxes. We learned 
from the experts who 
have transformed their 
workplace culture into 
one where everyone 
thrives!

SESSION TITLES



WORKSHOPS: BISEXUAL + / QUEER

Bi Bi Baby - Parenting while Bi

Bisexual, Person of Color, and a Womxn – 3 strikes

Bisexuality and Pansexuality: Similarities, Differences, and Togetherness

Free to B: Creating Community that Empowers Bisexual Men

Resting Bi Face: We’re Looking At You

Why Is It Challenging to Organize Around Bi+ Identities?

42

We explored content 
specific to bisexual, 
non-monosexual, and/
or queer experiences 
and learned best 
practices for bi+/
queer inclusion in the 
workplace.

SESSION TITLES



WORKSHOPS: CHANGEMAKERS

Be the Persuasive Advocate You Were Born To Be, Even During A Crisis

Book Publishing 101: Leverage your expertise and change the world

Lean in for the Win: Corporate Advocacy For Nondiscrimination

LGBTQ+ Inclusion on Screen: A Conversation with Storytellers 

Risky Business: Serving as an LGBTQ+ Leader in a Historically Conservative Industry

Time and Talent (Virtual): Blending skills and volunteering to create impact

43

Workplace culture can 
be tough to change – 
we learned from the 
professionals who are 
actively influencing 
positive and inclusive 
change in their 
workplaces.

SESSION TITLES



WORKSHOPS: CORPORATE COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

#workingpositively to end discrimination for people living with HIV

Beyond Your Four Walls- The Power of Corporate Collaborations

Impacting Communities: Building Your LGBTQ+ Network’s Philanthropic Operation

It’s Personal, Not Business: Authentic Cross-company and Community Collaboration

Up Your Game – Building Power with Cross-Company LGBTQ+ ERG Alliances

44

Top leaders in the 
Fortune 500 shared 
their strategies and 
lessons learned with 
community partnership 
building.

SESSION TITLES



WORKSHOPS: ERG / BRG

360 Programming in a Virtual Environment

Amplify Pride, Grow Belonging and Sustain Progress through your network leveraging stories

Ask Me Almost Anything: Reddit-Inspired AMAs for Resource Groups

Creating Connections: Growing Inclusion and an ERG Virtually

Creating impact BEYOND the Home Office

ERG to OMG: Changing the Game at Any Level

Expanding Your ERG/BRG Footprint: Training Local Ambassadors

Here for it: Re-imagining inclusivity, Support #OwnVoices and Learning Allyship

Leading BRGs Through Crisis and Pandemics: Lessons Learned

Planning ARG/ERG Leadership Transitions - Turf War or Gay ol’ time?

Putting your Executives to Work

Tracking Change: Proving ERG/BRG Value Through Data

Volunteers - Unleash the magical power of your ERG

Employee and Business 
Resource Groups have a 
long history of shaping 
company culture – we 
learned how LGBTQ+ 
ERG / BRG leaders are 
continuing to foster 
workplaces of belonging.

SESSION TITLES

45



WORKSHOPS: GLOBAL
 Globally Local: Navigating Worldwide Inclusion in a Virtual Environment 

Argentina es “Amor y punto” / Argentina Is All About Amor, Period

Casa Trans Argentina: A story of collaboration and support for the transgender community

Collaborating Globally within your Employee Resource Group

ERGs Addressing Stereotypes and Bullying

Evolución de la Aceptación Laboral (Global Roundtable in Spanish)

Exporting your Rainbow Overseas

Global Crises Require Global Responses – Partner with Global LGBTQI Advocates

Global LGBTQ+ Inclusion: Launch your ERG around the world!

India in Focus: Mental Health & LGBTQ Intersections in the Workplace

Intersectionality between LGBT+ and LATAM communities

Key Aspects for Increasing Your LGBTQ+ Company Engagement, A Latin American Case

LA MATRIZ SOY YO: BRAZILIAN COMPANIES’ BEST PRACTICES FOR LGBTQI+

Leading LGBTQ+ legal teams in different regions of Brazil

Masculinity in Latin America and its impacts on workplace equality

Navigating Bias in the Workplace: Tools for Inclusion in APAC

Perspectivas pretas e indígenas de mulheres lésbicas, bissexuais e transgênero 

Using Design Thinking to build a Global DEI program remotely

We learned how 
LGBTQ+ workplace 
equality varies across 
countries by leaders 
from around the world.

SESSION TITLES
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WORKSHOPS: INTERSECTIONALITY

Accelerating Innovation through Diversity – Turning Disruptors into Enablers to Discover 

Untapped Potential

Accessible Digital and Physical Events

Being an LGBT+ Older Adult: Needs, Challenges, Resources 

Beyond the Blame Game: Effectively Navigating LGBTQ+/Religious Identities

In Good Faith: How Walmart ARGs Welcomed and Challenged Intersectionality

Inclusion, Equity and Allyship Matters Now More than Ever: Courageous Conversations Across 
Difference

Intersex in the Workplace

Serving those who serve: building LGBTQ+ Military and Veteran communities

SILENT SCREAM, An Experiential Workshop 

Tea Chat: Intersecting Gender and Race

Wake up sisters! We are reclaiming our space.

What (LGBTQ)POC ARE Asking For

White Leaders of Conscience: Unlearning Racism

We all have many factors that 
make up our identities – race, 
sexual orientation, gender identity 
and expression, age, religion, 
accessibility, etc. Belonging occurs 
when all identities are seen, 
celebrated, and supported. “LGBTQ 
identity” is not a monolith. Sessions 
in this track explored the ways in 
which LGBTQ+ identities intersect 
with other identities.

SESSION TITLES

47



WORKSHOPS: LAW & PUBLIC POLICY

Banning LGBT Discrimination in the Workplace:  Implications of the Supreme Court’s Landmark 

Ruling in Bostock v. Clayton County

Taking A Corporate Stand:  Endorsing the UN Standards of Conduct for Business

The Economic Case for LGBTQ Equality

48

Supreme Court cases, 
corporate advocacy, 
and the economy – 
we learned how law 
and public policy are 
affecting and being 
effected by the LGBTQ+ 
community.

SESSION TITLES



WORKSHOPS: MENTAL HEALTH & WELL-BEING

Beyond HQ – Mental Health and ERG Engagement Remotely

LGBT+ and Mental Health: An Asian Perspective

Life Is Hard...

Rehab Rebound: Returning to Work after a Mental Health Crisis

The Journey: Mental Health and Your Career

What Doesn’t Bend Breaks: Resilience and Self-Advocacy

49

Talking about mental 
health isn’t always 
easy. We learned 
how corporations and 
resource groups are 
stepping up to support 
employee mental health 
and develop policies 
and practices to shape 
cultures of well-being.

SESSION TITLES



WORKSHOPS: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP

Agility & Leadership in Challenging Times

Drag as Leaders Beyond the Stage

Harnessing the Conference After Glow

Search Inside Yourself: Mindfulness and Emotional Intelligence

Step Up: How to Live with Courage Lead Authentically

Understanding, Identifying and Correcting Unconscious Bias Across Your Organization

We learned to harness 
our full potential as 
leaders and cultivate 
opportunities of growth 
for our teams.

SESSION TITLES
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WORKSHOPS: TALENT ACQUISITION & RETENTION

Eli Lilly and Company LGBTQ Journey

Future of Work: Building Back Better, Leaving No Worker Behind

Leading the Way: Achieving LGBTQ+ Diversity & Inclusion Success during Corporate Relocation

Promising Practices for LGBT Diversity and Inclusion in the Intelligence Community

Reaching Diversity & Inclusion Moonshot Goals by Leveraging Stars!

51

Recruiting isn’t just 
about checking boxes. 
We broke away from 
standardized acquisition 
practices and learned 
inclusive strategies for 
attracting and retaining 
top talent.

SESSION TITLES



WORKSHOPS: TRANSGENDER & GENDER-NONCONFORMING

A Model for Empowering Transgender Voices in the Workplace

A Revolutionary BRG!  Lockheed Martin’s PRIDE Transgender Council

A roadmap to corporate non-binary inclusion

Building Understanding of the Trans Experience Across the Globe

Need workplace Transitioning or Gender Identity support? Build a Toolkit

Open Trans Roundtable - Tell Your Story

Trans* community disproportionate impact of health, wellbeing and equality

Transforming Your Transition (Stepping in and out of Privilege)

Transgender Health Benefits:  Build it and they will come

Transmen and Transmasculine: Let’s hear your voices!

What are gender roles when gender is a spectrum?

When Gender Doesn’t Fit In a Box Panel Discussion

52

We explored content 
specific to transgender & 
gender-nonconforming 
experiences and learned 
best practices for 
transgender & gender-
nonconforming inclusion 
in the workplace.

SESSION TITLES







































































































































































































































We’ll see you at the 2021 Workplace Summit!

Stay tuned for more information regarding the 2021 Workplace Summit coming soon.

For information on 2021 Out & Equal Partnerships, please contact 

partnerships@outandequal.org
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